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In this paper we continue the investigation into the group of algebras with 
uniformly distributed invariants, U(k’), and its relation to the Schur subgroup 
S(K), undertaken in [6, 71. We maintain the notation of [6, 71. 
In the first section we investigate U(K) for a real quadratic field K. We 
calculate generators of U(K) explicitly. 
In the second section we investigate U(K) for other real fields K. We 
use a recent result by Yamada to show that 1 U(K) : S(K)/ is infinite for 
real fields K subject to the restrictions: 
(1) Q(cJK is cyclic where Q(en) is the least root of unity field con- 
taining K. 
(2) n + 2 (mod 4), and is divisible by at least two distinct primes. 
We note that a special case of the above result is for K = Q(E~ + .c;‘). 
In the case where n is odd and divisible by at least two distinct primes then 
we obtain: S(Q(c, + c;‘)) = S(Q) @o K if and only if n is divisible by a 
prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. This condition is the exact analog of 
Yamada’s result on real quadratic fields Q(d1i2) [9, Theorem 7.14, p. 112; 
131, viz.: S(Q(d’/“)) = S(Q) @o Q(d1i2) if and only if d is divisible by a 
prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. In the case where d is not divisible by any 
prime congruent to 3 modulo 4 then S(K) = U(K)[9,Theorem 7.8, p. 107; 121. 
As a corollary of the above result we obtain: If 
(1) K/Q is real of even degree, and 
(2) the least root of unity field Q(+J containing K has the property 
that n is odd, divisible by at least 2 distinct primes, and no prime congruent 
to 1 modulo 4 divides n, then 
S(K) = S(Q) @Q K. 
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When K is a quadratic field subject to these conditions then we get a 
special case of Yamada’s aforementioned result for real quadratic fields [9, 
Theorem 7.8, p. 1071. Finally, for K subject to these conditions we obtain 
that 1 U(K) : S(K)/ is infinite. 
1. REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS 
Before we proceed with the task of calculating generators of U(K) where 
K is a real quadratic field we need some notation and class field theoretic 
concepts most of which can be found in [5]. 
K = algebraic number field with ring of integers R. 
K(l) = Hilbert class field of K [S, p. 1911. 
Kc+) = extended Hilbert class field of K [5, p. 2031. 
m = m,,m, = a K-modulus [5, p. 1071, where 
m, = modulus which is the product of the finite primes appearing 
with positive exponent in m, and 
m - the product of the real primes in m. m- 
1, = group of fractional R-ideals of K. 
IKm = subgroup of 2;c generated by primes not dividing m,, . 
K, = (a/b: a, b E R; aR, bR relatively prime to m,t [5, p. 1081. 
K,,, = {a E K,: a: = 1 (mod m)} [5, p. 108-j. (The group K,,, is called 
the ray mod m.) 
i = the map from K* to IK where i(a) is the principal ideal 
(a) = OlR = i(a). (We observe that i(K,,J CIm.) 
Now we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let K = Q(dllz) where d is a positive square-free integer. 
Let q be a prime dividing d, and p an odd prime not dividing d such that 
(q/p) = -1 (where (I) denotes the Legendre symbol). Then there exists a prime 
r such that (r/p) = 1 and 8 - db2 = rq where a + b(d’/“) is an algebraic 
integer in K (so that 2a, 2b are rational integers). 
Proof. First we need some notation. 
L = K’+‘((S(p) *p)‘/“), where S(p) = ( -l)(P-1)/2. 
.P = a K-prime above p. 
m = a modulus which is a product of the real K-primes. 
(n) = m . pa@) = modulus, where B appears to a sufficiently 
high power a(g). 
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Now, the Artin reciprocity theorem [5, Theorem 5.7, p. 1641 says that 
the Artin map, #$)y [5, p. 1031, maps 1p’ onto Gal(L/K) and &+I,, maps 
12’ onto Gal(K(+)/K). 
Since K(+) 2 L then clearly ker +ck C ker &&,, . The first step is to 
show that ker+,,, (n) # ker +F/+,,, . Then we choose a suitable element (y) in 
ker #J~‘+B,~ not in ker ~~~ , and choose a suitable prime 8 in 2-r (y) ker 4:; 
where Z? is a K-prime above 4. The final step is to analyze $Ei(a2) and 
show that the required properties hold. 
So, we begin now by showing that ker$gi # ker$$‘+,,, . If we have 
that ker +Ch = ker +$j’+,,, , then 
Gal& (+) 
(n) (73) 
/K) = IK Per &(+jlK = K L’“‘/ker $y) z Gal(L/K). 
Therefore, L = K(+) which implies that (S(p) *p)l12 E Kc+). Hence p is 
ramified in K’+)/Q. However, Ku) is an unramified extension of K [5, 
Theorem 13.1, p. 1911, and the only K-primes which ramify in K(+) are 
infinite primes [5, p. 2031. Hence p must ramify in K/Q. But p does not 
divide d and p # 2 so that p does not divide the discriminant of K = Q(d1i2). 
Therefore p is unramified in K/Q, a contradiction. Hence, we have that 
ker ~$6; # ker 4~:“c!),~ 
Now, we let (u) = Gal(L/K(+)) and choose (y) E ker #z’+),, such that 
Gk(Y) = Cr. 
We have the chain of subgroups: 12’ 3 ker c$E~ >_ i(K,,J. By [5, (4.6.2), 
p. 132; 5, Theorem 10.3, p. 1821 we have that any coset of ker#$ in 1g’ 
contains infinitely many primes which have relative degree one over Q. 
If 9 is a K-prime above 4 then 9-l(y) ker $ek is such a coset and we choose 
a prime W in this coset with relative degree one over Q. Therefore, 
Wg E ( y) ker $gi and so $gk(Z%?) = +gk( y) = u. 
Now, the final step is to analyze $$(82). By hypothesis, (q/p) = -1 
which implies that Q is inert in Q(@(p) . p)ll”)/Q [5, Lemma 9.7, p. 461. But 
Q is ramified in K, so that q is inert in K@(p) * p)l12/K. If we let 
E = K((S(p) * p)l12) then the last statement implies that +$(9) = (T. From 
$gk(g’9) = u we get that +gk(g’s) = u. But then +‘&Js) = u implies 
&&W) = 1, i.e., W splits completely in E/K. However, PZ was chosen to 
have relative degree one over Q. Therefore, if &!? lies above r in K/Q we 
have that r splits in Q(@(p) .p)‘i2)/Q; i.e., (r/p) = 1 [5, Lemma 9.7, p. 461 
(which is one of the required conditions). 
It remains to show a2 - db2 = rq where a + b(d1/2) is an algebraic integer 
in K. 
We have that 
bd (73) 
(Y) ker 4L,K C ker &K(+),~ -C ker &K(+),~ = Wm.,>, 
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where #J~(+,,~ maps 1, onto Gal(K(+)/K) an we recalI that m = product of d 
the real K-primes. But &?A’ E (y) ker #EL , which implies that 92 E i(K,,J 
so that Z? is principal with totally positive generator [5, p. 2031. We let 
9252 = (a + b(d)llz) where a + !~(d)l/” is an algebraic integer in K with 
(a + bd1j2) > 0 and (a - bd1i2) > 0. Therefore, NKIo(Bs) = ~2 - b2d = rq 
(where NK,, denotes the norm in K/Q). Q.E.D. 
Now, before defining some algebras we need the concept of a crossed 
product and some notation. 
If L is an extension field of K with Galois group G = Gal(L/K) and if Q: 
is a factor set from G x G to L then the crossed product made with L and 01 
is denoted by (L/K, a) [4, Sect. 4, p. 1071. This is the central simple 
K-algebra having L-basis u, , u E G, subject to the rules 
%% = @-(u, T> %T 7 u,x = u(x)u, for xeL. 
In the case G = (u) is cyclic then we write (L/K, u) for the crossed 
product in which 
(uJi = u,i , I <i<lul(, 
a, i= 101. 
Now we proceed to define algebras which will serve as generators of 
U(Q(W)), d > 0 and square-free. By Dirichlet’s density theorem [3, 
Corollary 9-2-7, p. 1683 there are infinitely many primes p which are inert 
in K; i.e., for which the Legendre symbol (d/p) = -1 [5, Lemma 9.5, p. 451. 
For each such p there exists at least one prime qp dividing d such that 
(qp/p) = --I. Now, we let p range over all odd primes such that (d/p) = -1. 
Then we let L = Q(d’/“, (6(p) a p)l12), where S(p) = ( -l)(e-1)/2, and define 
for each such p the cyclic algebra: 
A B.qp = (L/Q(d”2), a + W”“), (1.2) 
where a + b(d’/“) is an algebraic integer in K such that a2 - b2d = rql, , 
and (r/p) = 1 where r is a suitably chosen prime. By Lemma 1.1, such a 
prime r exists. 
If there exists more than one prime dividing d then for each such 
prime t, we define the cyclic algebra: 
B,,, = (Q(d’j2, s112)/Q(d)‘/2, d112), (1.3) 
where s is a prime chosen such that: (i) (t/s) = --I (ii) (u/s) = 1 for all 
odd primes u # t dividing d (iii) if t = 2 then s = 5 (mod 8) and if 
t # 2 then s = 1 (mod 8). 
Now we show that such a prime s exists. By Dirichlet’s density theorem 
[3, Corollary 9-2-7, p. 1681, there exist (infinitely many) primes w, y such 
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(u/w) = 1 f or a 11 primes u # t dividing d. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
there is a solution to the equations: (1) x = w (mod U) for all odd primes 
u # t dividing d, (2) x = 1 (mod 8) for u = 2 # t, (3) (i) x = V (mod t) if 
t # 2; where (V/t) = -1 (ii) x G 5 (mod 8) if t = 2. We let c be such a 
solution. Then by Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progression 
[3, Corollary 9-2-8, p. 1681 we have that there are infinitely many primes in 
the sequence {c + 8dn}n,z . Any such prime s satisfies the required properties, 
and the assertion is proved. 
We note that there are only finitely many algebras as in (1.3) since only 
finitely many ramified primes exist. 
Furthermore, if 2 is inert in Q(d)‘:” then d = -3 (mod 8) so that there 
is some prime u dividing d such that u = h3 (mod 8). For such a prime u 
we define the cyclic algebra: 
C,,, = (Q(d’i2, r”“)/Q(d”“), d’i2), (1.4) 
where Y +: 3 (mod 4) is a prime such that (r/u) = -1 and (Y/V) = 1 for all 
v + u dividing d. 
To see that such a prime Y exists, it is straightforward to carry out the 
same argument as given to show that s exists in (1.3) above. 
p\iow we compute the invariants of the algebras given in (1.2) to (1.4) 
above. 
LEMMA 1.5. (1) Ap,g, (1.2) have invariants $ at the K-prime above p, 
at the K-prime above q,, , and zero elsewhere. 
(2) Bt,u (1.3) have invariants 4 at the K-prime above t, at the K-prime 
above u and zero elsewhere. 
(3) C2,?, (1.4) has invariants $ at the K-prime above 2, at the K-prime 
above u and zero elsewhere. 
(We note that the above algebras (1) to (3) are clearly in U(K).) 
Proof. (1) We let w be a rational prime. Thus A, ~ @Q(dli2) Q,(d)‘i2 N 1 
if and only if a + b(d)li2 is a norm in Q,(d1i2, (S(p) Pp)1/2)/Q,(d1i2) [I] and 
this holds if and only if N(a + b(d1i2)) is a norm in QJ(S(p) .p)l12)/QW , 
[3, Proposition 12.25, p. 2211, where N denotes the norm in QW(dl’“)/QW. 
We let w denote any finite prime of Q except p, Y and qs . Since 6(p) . p z 1 
(mod 4) the discriminant of Q((S(p) .p)““) is p so QJ(a(p) . p)l12)/QW is 
unramified (w # p). Since (a $- b(d1i2))(a - b(d1i2)) = yqD is a unit of Qw , 
(w + Y or qa) then N(a + b(dl/“)) . is a unit of Qw and hence a norm in the 
unramified extension Q,((S(p) .p)lj2)/Qw [5, Proposition 3.11, p. 1531. 
Consequently A, o , 9 splits at all finite primes w # p, qP , Y. 
If w is the infinite prime then Q&(8(p) . p)‘l”) = R or C depending on 
481/43/‘-X1 
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whether or not S(p) = 1. Now Q,(d1/2) = R = Qw so that N(a +- b(d)li2) = 
a + b(d)‘/“, and by choice of a + b(d)li2 in Lemma 1.1, a + b(d)lj2 > 0 and 
a - b(d)li2 > 0. Therefore, N(u + b(d)‘/“) is a norm in QB((S(p) . ~)lj~)/Q~~ . 
Hence A, a is split at the infinite prime. It remains to check w = p, qp and T. 
For w 2~ we have (r/p) = 1. Thus (S(p) . p/r) = 1 by the quadratic 
reciprocity law. Therefore, Q,((S(p) p)1/2 = QT and so N(u + 6(&/2)) is a 
norm in Qr((S(p) p)“‘)/Qt- . Hence A, p is split at Y. 
If zu =p then N(u -+ b(d)l12) = rqp s&e p is inert in Q(d’j”)/Q. We have 
(%I 1 S(P) P), = (Y? YP)), (yt P), (4P Y S(P)), (48 ) P), 
by properties of the norm residue symbol [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 151. Therefore 
hi? 1 S(P) . P), = (Yl P), (49 1 P), by [7, Proposition 2.5(5), p. 151, 
= (rlP)(nv/P) by [8, p. 2511, 
= (Sl)(-1) = --I by hypothesis. 
Thus A, a is not split at p. It remains to check w = qD . 
But the in”dex of A, n must divide [ Q(d1i2, (6(p) . p)‘/“) : Q(d’/“) 1 = 2 
[I]. Therefore A, ~ mds; have index equal to 2 at p. However, p is inert 
in Q(dl/*) since (hb) = -1 by hypothesis [5, Lemma 9.5, p. 451. Conse- 
quently by Hasse’s Sum Theorem, A, n must be nonsplit at qz, as well. 
However, qI,, being ramified, has only b:e prime above it in K. Thus the 
index of A’D,op at qg is 2 as required. 
(2) For a rational prime w, we have B,,, @otd1,2) QW(d)lj2 - 1 if and 
only if N(d’j2) is a norm in Qw(sl’“)/Qu! [3, Proposition 12.25, p. 2211 where 
N denotes the norm in QW(d112)/QzL’ . 
We let w, w I sd be a finite prime. Then Qw(si12)/Q, is unramified, 
and -d = (d)1/2 -(d)‘i2 is a unit of Qw, so N(d1i2) is a unit of Qw , hence 
a norm from Q,,,($/2). Consequently B t,U splits at all finite primes except 
possibly s or those primes dividing d. 
If w is the infinite prime then QW(d1i2, s’/“) = R = Qw , so that B,,, 
splits at w. 
For odd primes w # t dividing d we have (-d, s)~ = (w, s)~ = (s/w) if 
w # 2 by [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 15; 8, p. 2491. Thus 
(-4 s)w = (s/w) = 1 by hypothesis. 
If w =-- 2, then t # 2. Thus s z 1 (mod 8) by hypothesis, and so (w, s)~ = 1. 
Hence B,,, splits at all odd primes w + t, u dividing d. 
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For w = s we have 
c--d, 40 = w4, 
by [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 15; 8, p. 2511. But (d/w) = -1 by hypothesis. 
Hence Bt,,, is not split at s. It remains to check for w = t. 
But the index of B,,, must divide 1 Q(d’/“, sljz) : Q(#/“)i == 2, so B,,, has 
index 2 at s. Since there is exactly one prime above t, B,,, has invariants 
4 at t. Consequently, by Hasse’s Sum Theorem, B,,, cannot have nonzero 
invariant at the one prime above the ramified K-prime t. Hence, B,,, has 
invariants 1 at t and s and zero elsewhere. 
(3) For any rational prime w, we have C,,, @Q(dlis) QW(d1i2) N 1 if 
and only if N(d1/2) is a norm in QW(~1’2)/QW [3, Proposition 12.25, p. 2211, 
where N denotes the norm in Q,O(dllz)/QIL. . 
For w infinite QW(d1i2, y1j2) = QW(d1i2) = R so that C,,, is split at w. 
We let w 7 2rd be a finite prime. QW(rl’“)/QW is unramified (w f 2, Y), 
so that --d = (@I2 -(d)l:” is a unit of Qzc hence a norm from Qa,(r1’2). 
Consequently, C 2,u splits for all finite primes w f 2rd. 
For any odd w # u dividing d we have (-d, Y)~ = (w, Y),, = (Y/W) = 1 
using properties of the norm residue symbol [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 15; 
8, p. 2511, and where the last equality follows by hypothesis. Consequently, 
c2.u splits for all w # 2, u, r. 
For w == u we have 
(-cl, Y),, = (u, Y), = (Y/U) = -1 
by properties of the norm residue symbol, and where the last equality 
follows from the selection of Y in (1.4). Therefore C,,, is not split at U. 
For w = Y we have 
(--d, Y)~ = (-d/r) by F3, P. 2511, 
= -(d/r) since Y = 3 (mod 4). 
Now we show that (d/y) = - 1. Since d = -3 (mod 8) by the hypothesis 
of (1.4) then there are an even number of primes dividing d which are 
congruent to 3 modulo 4. But u = 13 (mod 8). By hypothesis of (1.4) 
Y r=- 3 (mod 4) and (Y/U) = -1. Therefore (U/Y) = 1 if u E 3 (mod 8) 
(respectively, (U/Y) = -1 if u = -3 (mod 8)). The number of primes 
v # u dividing d such that v = 3 (mod 4) is odd when u E 3 (mod 8) 
(respectively, even if u = -3 (mod 8)). For these primes v we have 
(w/r) = -1, since (Y/W) = 1 by hypothesis. For the remaining primes v f u 
dividing d we have (W/Y) = 1. Hence, (d/r) = -1, as required. Therefore 
(-d, Y), = -(d/y) = 1, and so C,,, is split at Y. 
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It remains to check for w = 2. The index of C,,, must divide 
1 Q(d1i2, y1i2 ) : Q(d1i2) 1 = 2 so that the index of C,,, at the one prime 
above the ramified prime u is 2. Since there is only one K-prime above 2, 
being inert by hypothesis, then Hasse’s Sum Theorem yields that the index 
of c2JL at the K-prime above 2 must be 2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.6. Generators of U(K) for the real quadratic field K = Q(d1j2) 
are 
(1) L?n where p ranges over all primes such that (d/p) = - 1, as given 
in (1.2). 
(2) Bt,,‘ , provided there is more than one odd prime dividing d, as given 
in (1.3). 
(3) C,, u , provided 2 is inert in K, as given in ( 1.4). 
(4) Generators of S(Q) o. K. 
Proof. We let [A] in U(K) have nonzero invariants at primes in 
s = {pl )..., p,>. By the definition of uniform distribution [6, p. I] the 
maximum pi-local index is 2. 
For any odd pi E S such that (d/pi) = 1, i.e., pi is completely split in K 
[5, Lemma 9.5, p. 451; choose [BJ in S(Q) with invariant 4 at pi and q, 
where q is any prime dividing d. [B, & K] has nonzero invariants only at 
primes above pi , and zero elsewhere (i.e., has invariant f at each of the 
two K-primes above pi , and zero elsewhere). Choose a similar Bi if pi is 
the infinite prime. For the remaining primes of S which are either inert or 
ramified in K we may choose the proper combination of A,,,v , B,,, , and 
C 2,x required. Taking the product of the above algebras yields an algebra 
class equal to [A] in U(K). Q.E.D. 
2. OTHER REAL FIELDS 
If K/Q is finite abelian and K is a real field then U(K), = U(K) by the 
definition of uniform distribution [6, p. 11. The question remains as to the 
relationship between S(K) = S(K), and U(K) = U(K), when K is a real 
field other than quadratic. Yamada [ll] h as shown that for real subfields K 
of Q(+) where p is a prime we have S(K) = U(K). Moreover, Yamada [14] 
has determined S(K) where K is a real subfield of Q(en) and Q(c,)/K is 
cyclic, for any integer n, where Q(cJ is the smallest cyclotomic field con- 
taining K. 
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THEOREM 2.1. If the real $eld K is contained in Q(E,J, where Q(c,)/K 
is cyclic, n $ 2 (mod 4) and n is divisible by at least two distinct primes then 
the index of S(K) in U(K) is infinite. 
Proof. We let n = 2” ni pzi, where ai are integers and a # 1, pi distinct 
odd primes. Choose u E Gal(Q(EJQ) such that u(E+) = c$ and u(B,,,~;~) = 
E n. p:” . (J restricts nontrivially to Gal(Q(e, + c;‘)/Q) since otherwise 
u(tn) = e;l, which is false. 
By Dirichlet’s density theorem there are infinitely many primes p with 0 
as Frobenius automorphism. Now, we show that there are not any elements 
in S(K) with nonzero invariant at any such p. Yamada [14] has proved that 
if the following conditions are satisfied then the invariant of any element of 
S(K) at p must be zero 
(1) Pm. 
(2) 2 If, , wheref, is the inertial degree of p in K/Q. 
(3) If,’ j2 < j Q(E%) : K 1, where fP1 is the inertial degree of p in 
Q(e,)/K and 1 m \a denotes the 2-part of the integer m. 
(4) If a > 0 then pf*iz sz fl (mod 29, where f * is the smallest 
positive integer with pr* %+: 1 (mod n), i.e., the inertial degree of p in Q(<,)/Q 
[3, Theorem 6.2.15, p. 1031. 
We now show that these conditions are satisfied byp. (1) is clearly satisfied. 
To show that (2) holds we recall that u restricts nontrivially to Q(cn + c;‘). 
Therefore, since Gal(Q(E,)/K) is cyclic then u $- Gal(Q(<JK); i.e., 0 restricts 
nontrivially to K, SO that (2) holds. Now f,’ = 1 since u $ G(Q(c,)/K) so 
that (3) holds. Also u fixes Q(+) so that if a > 0 then p = 1 (mod 2”) 
[3, Theorem 6.2.15, p. 1031. Therefore (4) is satisfied. 
We have shown that there is no element in S(K) with nonzero invariant 
at any such p above. 
Now we arrange these infinitely many primes in distinct pairs {A). We 
define [AA] in U(K) by requiring that A, have invariants at the pair of 
distinct primesp in A, and zero elsewhere. We have by Hasse’s Sum Theorem 
that such algebras A, exist and they are clearly in U(K). Moreover, 
[Ah] . [A,,l]-l is not in S(K) for all such [Ah] # [AAl] defined above. Thus, 
such algebras form an infinite number of coset representatives of S(K) in 
WV. Q.E.D. 
We note that a special case of the above theorem is for K = Q(cn + 6;‘). 
Now, in order to determine the index of S(K) in U(K) for a real field of 
even degree not covered by the above theorem we prove a result which will 
lead to a partial answer. The following theorem is interesting in its own 
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right in that it is the exact analog of Yamada’s result on real quadratic 
fields [13]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K = Q(en + e;“), w h ere n is odd and divisible by at 
least two distinct primes. Then 
if and only if there is a prime q dividing n such that q = 3 (mod 4). 
Proof. First we assume that n is divisible by a prime q = 3 (mod 4). 
We let [A] in S(K) have nonzero invariants at the primes in 5’ = (p, ,..., pS}. 
There are no ramified primes in S by [14] so pi { n for each i. 
We let pi = p be arbitrary in S. We define [B] in S(Q) to have nonzero 
invariants 3 at p and at some other prime Y with even inertial degree in K/Q, 
and zero invariant elsewhere. Such an r exists, since by hypothesis, at least 
two distinct odd primes divide n so that 1 K : Q ) is even. 
Now we show [B gQ K] in S(K) has invariant 4 exactly at the K-primes 
above p. 
If 9 lies over Y in K/Q then 
inv& @Q K) E 1 Kg : Q,. 1 inv,(B) (mod l), 
by formulas in [2, Chap. 71. But 1 K, : Q, 1 is even, so that 
inv&B @Q K) = 0 (mod 1). 
It remains to show that B @Q K is not split at the K-primes above p. 
Case 1. p is infinite. 
Since K/Q is real then p splits completely in K. Thus; B @Q K has 
invariant 4 exactly at the infinite K-primes. 
In the following cases we assume p is finite unramified. We let f be the 
least integer such that pf = 1 (mod n), i.e., the inertial degree of p in Q(e,)/Q 
[3, Theorem 6.2.15, p. 1031. 
Case 2. f is odd. 
Thus, if 9’ is a K-prime lying over p we have ) Kq : Q, ) is odd so that 
invq(B BQ K) E j KY : Q, ) inv,(B) (mod 1) 
= inv,(B) = 4 (mod 1). 
Thus B aa K has invariants 4 exactly at the K-primes above p. 
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Case 3. f is even. 
Therefore, by Yamada [14] pfjz = -1 (mod n). Therefore pf/2 = -1 
(mod 4) where 4 = 3 (mod 4). So that f /2 is odd since -1 is not a square 
mod 4. Now we note that by Yamada [14] p is inert in Q(c,)/K. Thus 
/ K,p : Q, / =f/2 is odd. We have 
inv~@(B @o K) - j Kg : Q, 1 inv,(B) E inv,(B) = 4 (mod 1). 
Therefore B & K has invariants & exactly at the K-primes above p. 
Hence, by taking [B &K] for each p in S we get [A] = n [B &K], 
which yields S(K) C S(Q) @)o K. But S(K) 3 S(Q) &Jo K so that S(K) = 
S(Q) @Q k-. 
Conversely, we assume S(K) = S(Q) @Q K. We assume there does not 
exist a prime 2 zz 3 (mod 4) such that Q divides n. Thus -1 = ai (mod @), 
for some integer a, , where n = nTi 4;'. We let p be a rational prime such 
that p =: ai (mod @I) for each i. Such a prime p is obtained by using the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem to solve the equations c = ai (mod @) for c. 
Then choose a prime p in the sequence c + m ni q;“, m = 1, 2,... by using 
Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progression [3, Corollary 9.2.8, 
p. 1681. So p2 = -1 (modn). Th ere ore, f by Yamada [14], there is an 
[A] E S(K) such that invP(A) # 0 for a K-prime 9 above p. But 
S(K) = S(Q) ($JQ K. Thus 
inv4(A) = invp(B @o K), for PI E: S(Q) 
= 1 KT : Q, / inv,(B) (mod 1). 
But by Yamada [14], p2 3 -1 (mod n) implies p is inert in Q(c,)/K. Thus 
1 K.* : Q, 1 = 2, so inv,(A) = 0, a contradiction. Hence n is divisible by 
a prime 2 = 3 (mod 4). Q.E.D. 
Yamada [ll] has shown that for any real subfield K of Q(E~,“), p a prime, 
we have U(K) = S(K). Therefore the condition in Theorem 2.2 does not 
apply to all maximal real subfields. In fact, it is easy to check using Yamada 
[l l] that S(K) = S(Q) & K where K = Q(E~ + ~;r) and n = 4n, , where 
n, is odd. If n, is even it is easy to check that S(Q) gQ K is properly con- 
tained in S(K). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If K/Q is real of even degree and K is in Q(E%) where n 
is odd and divisible by at least two distinct primes, and no prime congruent to 
1 module 4 divides n then 
S(K) = S(Q) a0 K. 
Proof. If [A] is in S(K) then A has zero invariant at any prime divisor p 
of n since ind,(A) divides the odd integer (q - 1)/2 by Yamada [9, Theo- 
rem 4.4, p. 43; lo]. 
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Now we consider q { n; i.e., q is unramified. If q has even inertial degree 
in K/Q then q must have odd inertial degree in Q(c,)/K since Gal(Q(EJQ) 
has no element of order 4. Therefore, if some [A] in S(K) has ind,(A) = 2 
for some prime q, then 1 Q,(cn + c;‘) : K21 / is odd where LP is a K-prime 
above q. But we have S(Q(cn + l ;l)) = S(Q) @o Q(c, + e;‘) by the 
theorem. Therefore 
where [B] is in S(Q). Thus A Be Q(en + c;‘) in S(Q(c% + c;‘)) has nonzero 
invariant at q which has even inertial degree in K/Q. But S(Q(c% + G;‘)) = 
S(Q) @Q K Y ie Id s a contradiction. Therefore there does not exist any 
element in S(K) with nonzero invariant at any prime with even inertial 
degree in K/Q. 
Hence for any [A] E S(K) with nonzero invariants at primes in 
T = CP~ v..,PJ we choose [B] E S(Q) with nonzero invariants at the primes 
in T, and if the number of primes in T is odd, then also at some prime with 
even inertial degree in K/Q. [B @Jo K] then has nonzero invariants 4 only 
at the primes in S. Hence [A] = [B gQ K]. Therefore S(K) C S(Q) &K, 
and clearly S(Q) a0 K C S(K) so that S(K) = S(Q) @Q K. Q.E.D. 
We note that a special case of the above corollary is Yamada’s result 
for real quadratic fields subjected to the restriction on rz as in the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For K as in Corollary 2.3, / U(K) : S(K)J is infinite. 
Proof. Choose a prime pi with even inertial degree in K/Q; then define 
[AJ in U(K) with invariant 4 at the primes of K above two of the chosen 
primes pi . By Hasse’s Sum Theorem [Ai] ‘s exist and are clearly in U(K). 
By Dirichlet’s density theorem [3, Corollary 9.2.7, p. 1681 there are infinitely 
many such primes pi , hence infinitely many algebras [Ad]. Clearly [AJ is 
not in S(Q) aa K = S(K) since Ai is defined at a prime with even inertial 
degree in K/Q. Moreover, [Ai] . [A&l . 1s not in S(K) by the same argument. 
Thus the [Ai] provide infinitely many coset representatives of S(K) in U(K). 
Q.E.D. 
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